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Abstract: The solar images are taken by the CCD detectors of the Sun monitoring satellites such as SOHO,
TRACE, STEREO, SDO, and so on. The solar images are constructed after removing the traces of cosmic rays
on the raw CCD data files. Thus, while applying the method of removing the cosmic rays traces, we can estimate
the cosmic rays flux by counting the number of traces. The cosmic ray flux in the steady state might be the sum
of the solar and galactic cosmic rays. However, the abrupt change in the flux could be assumed to be originated
from the Sun. Therefore, we can identify the solar origins of the sudden solar cosmic ray flux changes from
the phenomena shown in the processed solar images. The results using the data of SOHO/EIT are presented.
The estimated cosmic ray flux in the steady state is the anti-correlated with sunspot numbers, which shows the
minima in cosmic ray flux at the solar cycle maxima defined by the sunspot numbers. The profiles of estimated
solar cosmic ray associated with ground level enhancements observed by the ground neutron monitor have the
significant increase in the cosmic ray flux with good correlation. Thus, the solar images are valuable data useful
in estimating the solar cosmic ray long term and transient flux variations.
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1 Introduction
When the data collected by ground observational instru-
ments and satellites are analyzed to scientific study, they
are undergoing the technical process to delete the noises
from the raw data. These noises sometimes turn into the
scientific signals. There are very good precedents in the
past scientific history, i.e. discoveries of cosmic microwave
background radiation [1] and of pulsar [2], and indirect
measurement of total electron content using errors of GPS
satellites [3].

Here we introduce another example of noise to signal
in science history. The solar images are constructed after
removing the traces of cosmic rays on the raw CCD data
files. Thus, while applying the method of removing the
cosmic rays traces, we can estimate the cosmic rays flux by
counting the number of traces. Now we can consider the
raw solar images as the energetic particle detector in space.
We estimate the background cosmic ray flux during about
one solar cycle. We compare the time variation profiles of
cosmic ray estimated by SOHO/EIT solar images with of
GOES differential proton channels. We analyze the data
during the period of solar proton events (SPEs) as well as
data of no solar event day. The cosmic ray flux in the steady
state might be the sum of the solar and galactic cosmic rays.
However, the abrupt change in the flux could be assumed
to be originated from the Sun.

2 Data & Analysis
The solar images are taken by the CCD detectors of the Sun
monitoring satellites such as SOHO, TRACE, STEREO, S-
DO, and so on. Among these satellites, since SOHO has
the data of long observational period since 1996, we gath-
ered the solar images by taken SOHO/EIT via Virtual So-
lar Observatory (http://vso.stanford.edu/). The SOHO/EIT

can image the solar transition region and inner corona in
four, selected bandpasses in the extreme ultraviolet (e.g.
171, 195, 284, and 304 Å) [4]. Since the images band-
passed by 195 Å are most plentiful than any other band-
passes, we use the images bandpassed by 195 Å. At first,
the cosmic ray flux in the steady state might be the sum
of the solar and galactic cosmic rays. However, the abrupt
change in the flux could be assumed to be originated from
the Sun. In order to estimate the former case, we choose
no flare days from January 1996 to July 2010. For the so-
lar maximum period, almost everyday is not free from the
solar flares. Thus, the data is sparse during the solar maxi-
mum period. We select one event per a day as no flare day.
As for the latter, we use 95 SPEs (1996-2006) supplied by
NOAA Space Environment Services Center. We also use
the ground level enhancement (GLE) list at Oulu neutron
monitor.

The solar images are constructed after removing the
traces of cosmic rays on the raw CCD data files. Thus,
while applying the method of removing the cosmic rays
traces, we can estimate the cosmic rays flux by counting
the number of traces. High energy particles such as cos-
mic rays can create a noise background in a solid state
detector (CCD) (e.g. [5]). The method of removing the
cosmic rays traces is adopted from the idea suggested by
[6]. Most of these particles hit one pixel of CCD and then
make the single-pixel events. The normal photon signals
are registered over the several pixels following the point
spread function of the specific instrument. The distinction
between particle events and photon signals can be made
using the values of the two-dimensional Laplacian of in-
tensity distribution in an image. Once a pixel is identified
with a particle hit, its value is replaced by the median value
of the ringlike region surrounding the pixel. This restora-
tion helps a better detection of another close-by particle hit.
When the density of particle hit is high, the complete pro-
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Fig. 1: Before deleting the tracks of cosmic ray from the
solar image taken by SOHO/EIT on 20 January 2005 at
19:57:28 UT.

cess requires several iterations of particle hit detection and
restoration. Figures 1 and 2 represent the process of delet-
ing and estimating the cosmic ray from the solar image tak-
en by SOHO/EIT on 20 January 2005 at 19:57:28 UT. Fig-
ure 1 is before deleting the tracks of cosmic rays and Fig-
ure 2 is after. We can see the clear solar image in Figure 2.
We can estimate 8146 counts from this solar image. We re-
peat this way to the time series of solar images and make
the time variation profile of cosmic ray counts. We would
compare the profile estimated by solar images with those
of GOES differential proton channels.

3 Results
The cosmic ray flux in the steady state estimated by solar
images indicates that most of them consist of galactic cos-
mic rays. It shows a good anti-correlation between solar
activity and background cosmic ray flux during the almost
one solar cycle from 1996 to 2010. The estimated back-
ground cosmic ray is consistent with the count rates ob-
served at McMurdo neutron monitor. When the solar mag-
netic field is strong at solar maximum period, the galac-
tic cosmic rays are shielded by strengthened heliospheric
magnetic field and then the flux of them gets lower.

Figure 3 is an example of SPE associated with GLE
occurred on 20 January 2005. Blue line represents the time
variation of cosmic ray flux observed at South Pole neutron
monitor. Black one is the cosmic ray counts estimated by
the solar image, and red one is the time variation of P6
proton channel intensity on GOES11. The counts of solar
cosmic ray subtract the yearly mean of background cosmic
ray from the total counts estimated by raw solar image. The
delay time between the peaks of GLE and of SPE in P6
channel is about 20 minutes and that between the peaks of
GLE and of solar cosmic ray from EIT is about 25 minutes.
As [7] and [8] suggested, the GLE recorded in the ground
neutron monitors is useful for alarming SPE.

The SPEs are classified into three groups by the associ-
ation with GLE and the existence of the specific increase

Fig. 2: After deleting the tracks of cosmic rays from Figure
1.

in the profile of estimated cosmic rays shown in Table 1.
The SPEs without GLE are divided into two subgroups,
such as event-like and noevent-like. We call the SPE has
the specific increase in the profile of estimated cosmic ray
“event-like”. On the other hand, if the SPE has no specific
increase, it is called “noevent-like”. The peak of estimated
cosmic rays is larger in the SPEs with GLEs than in those
without GLEs. The SPEs of “noevent-like” subgroup have
the similar value with the background state of no flares.
The last two columns show the correlation coefficients be-
tween the peaks of GOES P6/P7 flux and of estimated cos-
mic ray. The correlation coefficients ares larger in the SPE
with GLE than in that without GLE. Thus, the profile of
estimated cosmic ray is well consistent with that of GOES
P6 rather GOES P4 or P5.

[7] suggested that the flux of high-energy particles over
than 80 MeV is important factor to determine the associa-
tion with GLE. As shown by them, the profile of estimat-
ed cosmic ray has the similarity with that of the GOES
P6 channel whose energy range is from 80 to 165 MeV.
[9] made the temporal proton flux profiles extracted from
the EIT195 for two SPEs on 14 July 2000 and on 20 Jan-
uary 2005. According to their results, the proton spectra
extracted from the EIT195 are consistent with the relat-
ed GOES profiles in the ranges between 45 and 440 MeV.
Even though they suggested the broad energy range of par-
ticles that register the track on CCD of EIT, our estimat-
ed cosmic rays are not consistent with their ranges. If the
tracks are made by the lower energy particles, the profile of
estimated cosmic ray for each SPE has to have the specific
increase. However, only the SPE associated with the higher
energy particles such as GLEs shows the clear increase in
the profile of estimated cosmic ray consistent with GOES
P6-P7 channels.

4 Summary & Conclusions
We estimated the cosmic ray flux using the method delet-
ing the tracks on the solar images taken by SOHO/EIT195.
We analyzed the solar images during the period of 1996-
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Fig. 3: Three profiles of South Pole neutron monitor, cosmic ray counts estimated by the solar image, and P6 proton
channel on GOES11 of the SPE occurred on 20 January 2005.

classification number of event mean of peak counts c.c. between peak GOES P6 flux c.c. between peak GOES P7 flux
(missing solar image data) (median of peak counts) and estimated peak count and estimated peak count

with GLE 16 (1) 1.48E+04±9.99E+03 0.86 0.77
(1.49E+04)

without GLE event-like 37 (5) 2.28E+03±3.28E+03 0.82 0.78
(9.12E+02)

nonevent-like 42 (4) 3.00E+02±1.11E+02 0.64 0.58
(2.79E+02)

Table 1: Classification of SPE by the profiles of estimated cosmic rays and correlation coefficients with peak GOES P6/P7
fluxes.

2010. We estimated the cosmic ray flux for SPE as well
as the steady state of no flare days. We also compared the
profiles of estimated cosmic rays flux with of GOES differ-
ential proton channels. Additionally, we examined the pro-
files of GLE observed at South Pole neutron monitor for
comparison. Our results are summarized as follows:

1. The background cosmic ray count varies with the
solar activity. It shows higher level in solar mini-
mum than solar maximum. This means that the back-
ground cosmic ray might be more contributed by
galactic origin than solar one.

2. The SPEs are classified based on the profiles of es-
timated cosmic rays, such as one with GLE, and
without GLE. The SPEs without GLE are divided
into subgroups of event-like and noevent-like. The
peak of estimated cosmic ray flux is larger in the
SPE with GLE than in that without GLE. In special,
the noevent-like SPE subgroup has the similar value
with the background state of no flares.

3. The profile of estimated cosmic ray flux is best con-
sistent with that of GOES P6 proton channel as well
as that of neutron monitor. It means that higher en-
ergy particles can make the solar event signal level
tracks on the CCD of EIT.

4. The raw solar images are useful tool to detect the
solar cosmic ray events. As shown in Figure 3, the
peak of GLE precedes those of GOES P6 and the
estimated cosmic ray flux by about 20 minutes. GLE
has the possibility to be used as a SPE alarming tool.
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